How to Run

LEARNING
Like a
BUSINESS
BY TRACEY WIK

Using the language of business — standardized processes, measures and
reporting — will go a long way to transform management of learning functions.
or decades learning and talent leaders have talked about earning a seat at the table.
The fact that they’re still talking about this shows how difﬁcult it is to get there.
To enjoy strategic inﬂuence leaders must understand their company’s goals, align their
activities to those goals and execute their plans to deliver results for the company and its
customers. Then, to clearly articulate those contributions, they must be ﬂuent in the
language of business; namely, business goals, impact on those goals and, especially, measurement.
This approach requires creating a strategic plan, consistently working from it and regularly
reporting against it. Leaders must frame dialogue in terms of human capital investments and
results that support business objectives, and help senior leaders understand the tangible, speciﬁc
value of those results using agreed-upon, standardized metrics.
Part of the difﬁculty in obtaining that seat is related to language. If the language of business
is measurement, the substance of the conversation is about quantitative analysis. Both take
many forms, and learning leaders have traditionally been less ﬂuent in the complex argot of
metrics than their peers in operations or ﬁnance.
Plus, it is difﬁcult to connect learning programs to the return on investment they produce, statistically or otherwise. Forecasting and measuring the effect of investment may be equally challenging
in research or marketing, but those disciplines are more accustomed to making the attempt. And
because those in support roles rarely own accountability for business outcomes, refocusing on core
business objectives requires a shift in mindset and the partnership of relevant business units.
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The View From the Top
Learning organizations that seek to apply quantitative
analysis to human capital achieve widely varying levels of
success. Gene Pease, an author and CEO of Capital
Analytics, describes the process as an evolutionary continuum, and said achieving success becomes more difﬁcult as
you progress. His continuum follows seven steps:
1. Anecdotes. Personalizing the story behind the numbers helps engage the audience and demonstrate complexity.
2. Scorecards and dashboards. These provide the
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ON THE WEB
What tips do you have for
learning leaders looking to
earn a seat at the executive
table? Join the Chief
Learning Ofﬁcer LinkedIn
group to discuss: tinyurl.
com/learningbusiness.
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Act Like You Mean Business
By Kenneth Fung

T

o run learning like a business, think and speak like a
business person. Sure, the quality of learning products
and services is important, but plenty of companies making
great products have gone bust for one reason — they were
out of touch with their customers.

Being in touch with customers doesn’t mean adopting a
slick, snake-oil sales patter or jumping through whatever
hoops customers put in the way. It’s about knowing who
customers are, understanding and meeting their needs, and
managing the relationship well.
Your customer is the person or group of people who
commission learning programs. Consult with these
managers or executives at the start to establish what they
need as opposed to what they think they want. Are they
realistic about what can be achieved through learning? Are
they looking for a course to solve an issue that is actually
motivational or procedural? Don’t be afraid to challenge
them, but listen carefully when they describe the roots of
the business issue they aim to solve.
Once learning leaders understand their needs, you must
understand what success means to them. Not success as
deﬁned by the learning department, such as ﬁll rates for
courses or completion rates for online content. Deﬁne
success with business metrics, preferably ones that are
already in use and are familiar to customers. For example:
• Speed at which project team rosters can be ﬁlled.
• Problems solved by ﬁeld engineers on initial client visit.
• Better management leading to lower staff turnover.
• Reduction in help desk calls.
• Sales staff moving faster from hire to making quota.
• Rate of returns of faulty goods.
And don’t just collect this data at the end of a program and drop
it on customers’ desks in a fat report that no one will ever read.
That’s poor account management. Instead, from the start of the
program, schedule regular short updates with the sponsor
— perhaps short weekly phone calls or emails to update him or
her on progress, with concise analysis and suggestions.
Remember, learning leaders are business people. Keep
communications free of learning jargon and focus on customer
concerns — getting that metric to hit the agreed target.
Reporting data is as important as collecting and interpreting
it because it leads to the next relationship, program and
contract. Account management like that is a crucial part of
the business mindset.
The most successful learning leaders build a great
reputation not just by delivering consistently good results,
but also by letting others know about it and having them
spread the news. Make customers look good, but gently
remind them who made it happen.
Kenneth Fung is senior director of strategy for software company Infor.
He can be reached at editor@CLOmedia.com.
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ﬁrst level of quantitative insight into data in an easy-to-use format.
3. Benchmarks. This familiar tool builds context for the work by
comparison with peer companies.
4. Correlations. The ﬁrst step in analysis connects the dots on a descriptive level.
5. Causation. When cause and effect can be linked, the analysis becomes actionable and more compelling.
6. Predictive analysis. This advanced stage allows the organization
to drive real-world results and gauge program success.
7. Optimization. The holy grail of measurement is achieved when
stakeholders understand the effect of human capital decisions and they
can be consistently improved.
For context, consider the evolution of marketing. Once considered a
secondary activity to production and distribution, marketing and advertising grew in prominence with postwar consumer demand, yet remained
subjective and focused on selling. Economist Philip Kotler and others
transformed the ﬁeld by shifting emphasis from price to consumer needs,
and by applying quantitative measurement and analysis broadly and rigorously. In time, marketing became a part of economics and a sophisticated
practical science with a powerful voice in the modern corporation.
Work from Jeffrey Pfeffer, professor of organizational behavior at the
Stanford University Graduate School of Business, and his peers suggest that
management is fundamentally more craft than science. Stressing that enlightened management is as much a mindset as a skill, Pfeffer offers recommendations that revolve around factual, quantitative evidence.
Commit to gather data and use tools to analyze data. But for a learning organization to turn numbers into processes and learn to run itself
like a business, the ﬁrst step is to understand customers’ needs.
Corporate executives focus on top-line results, bottom-line performance and market share. If learning exists to help the organization
achieve its goals, all major initiatives, programs and systems should serve
those goals and execute with discipline to achieve planned results. A critical part of developing a plan is to secure agreement from corporate
sponsors for expected learning impact on each major goal.
For example, if the company intends to increase sales by 10 percent,
and a learning program could help achieve that, the senior vice president
of sales and the chief learning ofﬁcer need to agree upfront on the expected
impact from the learning initiative.
According to David Vance, director of the Center for Talent Reporting, a comprehensive, quantitative reporting process is inseparable from
the plan itself. At a minimum, the highest level of reporting should show
key measures for prominent initiatives and goals, year-to-date results,
and a comparison of those results to plan. He envisions a time when
talent management reporting ﬁlters up to the level of the annual report.

Deﬁning Standards
The best efforts to measure, analyze and report learning face an additional hurdle: compared to other kinds of corporate metrics, there is a lack
of standardization. A wide range of scorecards, dashboards and models are
available. Any might work well for a given organization. But without accepted standards, none can tell a compelling story to leaders.
The accounting profession, by contrast, has used Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles for more than 80 years. Accountants have standard deﬁnitions for terms, agreed-upon methods to calculate measures
and commonly accepted statements such as the income statement, bal-

ance sheet and cash ﬂow statement. Why doesn’t learning? Further, managers are taught how to use these ﬁnancial measures to analyze and improve their company’s
performance. What are learning leaders taught?
One promising effort to meet that need began in
2010 when industry thought leaders and practitioners
convened to ask some critical questions about measuring learning and talent development:
• What data should we collect and how should it be
organized?
• What measures should we use to gauge effectiveness,
efﬁciency and outcome, and how should those
measures be deﬁned?
• How should these measures be reported?
• How should these measures and reports be used to
manage HR?
• How can this process align HR more closely with relevant functions or business units to achieve shared goals?
This work grew into the Talent Development Reporting Principles initiative, led by Vance. Leveraging
the work of the American Society for Training & Development and the growing literature on HR stan-

dards, the effort ﬁrst deﬁned standard terms and measures for learning and development, then extended the
approach to other HR processes such as talent acquisition and performance management. For any given
process, TDRp’s recommendations establish three
broad categories of standard measures:
• Effectiveness measures look at quality, such as a
participant’s satisfaction with a learning program.
• Efﬁciency metrics are about ratios, such as the number
of new employees hired, the utilization rate for classrooms or cycle time for new program development.
• Outcome measures track learning effect on organizational goals. For example, if the company aims to
increase sales by 10 percent, a learning program
might be found to contribute a 2 percent increase,
accounting for 20 percent of the goal.

Making Sense of the Data
While standard measures are essential, the focus
should be on reporting data and analysis. Clear, consisBUSINESS continued on page 60
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ership development. CLOs are uniquely positioned to
drive this change because they are responsible for
talent development, they understand the mechanics of
adult learning and they control leadership development budgets. The following recommendations are
not expensive but do require learning leaders to think
differently about leader development.
1. Clearly deﬁne leadership. Organizations need
a clear deﬁnition of leadership to organize their development efforts. If leadership is deﬁned as the ability to
build teams that outperform the competition, this
deﬁnition has speciﬁc implications for how to hire, develop and promote leadership talent.
2. Build better competency models. Organizations should build competency models either by observing what distinguishes leaders with track records
for building high-performing teams or by interviewing
these leaders. Including those who are not proven
team builders muddies the waters.
3. Rethink who attends leadership programs.
Well-validated assessment tools can be used to identify those with the right motivation, interest and
talent for leadership. These tools also can be used to
screen out those who are not likely to beneﬁt from
the training.
4. Offer programs on teams. Most leadership programs nibble around the edges of team development.
They often concern goal setting, communication,
coaching, delegation and performance management as
applied to direct reports with no concern for how the
concepts work with teams.
5. Teach intact teams. Because teams are the
building blocks of organizations, leadership development programs should target intact teams rather than
isolated individual leaders. This is particularly true for
teams critical to driving the business strategy.
6. Resist the magnetic pull of fads. Far too many
leadership development programs are based on the latest
fad. Programs should be aligned with an organization’s
deﬁnition of leadership, business strategy and the
knowledge, behaviors and skills needed to guide teams
to execute that strategy. Everything else is just noise.
7. Evaluate, evaluate, evaluate. Although the effect of some leadership development initiatives is more
easily studied than others, all programs should be evaluated in terms of meaningful outcomes. The outcomes
should focus on the skills, behaviors and competencies
individual leaders need to build a high-performing
team as well as team performance. CLO
Gordon Curphy is president of Curphy Consulting, and
Robert Hogan is president of Hogan Assessment
Systems. Their latest book is “The Rocket Model:
Practical Advice for Building High Performing Teams.”
Robert B. Kaiser is president of Kaiser Leadership
Solutions. His latest book is “Fear Your Strengths.” They
can be reached at editor@CLOmedia.com.
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tent reporting helps learning executives manage the
function better and deliver greater organizational value. It also gives them the tools to take the learning
conversation upstairs.
To track and compare various measures, the TDRp
work recommends three standard monthly statements
based on effectiveness, efﬁciency and outcome. While
these are intended primarily for the individual functions of HR, the outcome statement has particular value because it shows the alignment of learning’s goals
and achievements with those of the organization.
These statements summarize ﬁndings and add
year-end forecasting. The ﬁrst is a quarterly, high-level
summary report. Intended as a standalone piece for
senior leaders, this concise brieﬁng distills past, current
and projected data for each critical measure, including
effect on the most important strategic goals, with a focus on conclusions and actionable recommendations.
The second and third types of report are generated
monthly for the department head to use in managing
the learning function. The operations report focuses
on effectiveness and efﬁciency measures across all company learning programs, while individual program reports track outcome, effectiveness and efﬁciency measures in support of each initiative or company goal.
Armed with this type of reporting, learning executives can clearly articulate the effect of development
decisions on business objectives, and begin to predict
those effects more accurately. Leaders can pinpoint
and discuss opportunities for improvement, approaching Pease’s ﬁnal, optimization stage of the continuum.
And by delivering the rigorous quantitative analysis
expected of a business, the learning function can claim
a strong voice in any discussion of strategy.
Unfortunately, efforts to provide comprehensive,
executive-ready reporting on talent development remain in their early stages. The Society for Human Resource Management recently launched an initiative to
deﬁne key HR measures and practices, and hundreds
of organizations have begun to implement TDRp
standards. But their efforts merely outline how far
learning has yet to travel.
Yet at each step of the journey, better standards,
tools, data, analysis, reporting and management bring
real beneﬁts. Those improvements will be noticed. Inevitably, learning will one day be run like a business,
with a consistent focus on metrics that support broader business objectives. This will fundamentally change
how investments in human capital are managed and
perceived. CLO
Tracey Wik is vice president of solutions development at
Chally Group Worldwide, a global research-based human
capital consultancy. She can be reached at editor@
CLOmedia.com.

